In this paper, we compare various methods to compress a text using a neural model. We found that extracting words as latent variables significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art discrete latent variable models such as VQ-VAE. Furthermore, we compare various extractive compression schemes. There are two best-performing methods that perform equally. One method is to simply choose the tokens with the highest tf-idf scores. Another is to train a bidirectional language model similar to ELMo and choose the tokens with the highest loss. If we consider any subsequence of text to be a text in a broader sense, we conclude that language is a strong compression code of itself. Our finding justifies the high quality of generation achieved with hierarchical method as in (Fan et al., 2018) , as their latent variables are nothing but natural language summary of the story. We also conclude that there is a hierarchy in language such that an entire text can be predicted much more easily based on a sequence of a small number of keywords, which can be easily found by classical methods as tf-idf. Therefore, we believe that this extraction process is crucial for generating discrete latent variables of text and, in particular, unsupervised hierarchical generation.
INTRODUCTION
For various sequence generation tasks, the performance of the state-of-the-art models is rapidly approaching to human-parity. Human-parity was achieved for an English to Chinese translation task (Hassan et al., 2018) , and so were some other language pairs. In Fan et al. (2018) , stories of about 800 word-length with high quality were generated, and achieved abstractive summarization of long documents with high quality. However, it is still difficult to perform unsupervised sequence generation of high quality that is unconditional or conditioned on a source sequence that contains small amount of information of the target sequence. Tasks such as translation and summarization are easier, since the source sequence contains sufficient information to construct the target sequence. Though the story generation in Fan et al. (2018) is harder in this sense, it is still supervised; in other words, it requires the pairs of summary and original sequences, whose ample availability one cannot generally assume.
In the following, we briefly summarize the currently dominant approaches to unsupervised sequence generation and identify some promising strategies to relate to our findings. GAN has been popular in text generation for the past several years due to its success in computer vision (Yu et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2017; Fedus et al., 2018; Press et al., 2017; Gulrajani et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2018) . Semeniuta et al. (2018) demonstrated that no GAN-based text generation model so far has outperformed LM. It was demonstrated that the BLEU and its variants are unreliable for unconditional text generation, and that the use of these metrics resulted in the proliferation of GAN models in this field. CoT is a sequence generation model based on cooperative training, whose training is similar to that of GAN but more stable . Unlike GAN models, CoT achieved a better test perplexity than LM. However, we confirmed that LM outperforms CoT when we optimize their performance by allowing architectures other than LSTM such as Transformer, which drastically boosts the performance of LM. There are also VAE-based models (Hu et al., 2017; Bowman et al., 2015) ; however, we are not aware of any model that can generate long sequences better than (hierarchical conditional) LM does. Note that there are some recent RL algorithms with less overfitting and sensitivity, such as Silver et al. (2017) . We replaced the generator of SeqGAN with Alpha Zero, and we observed poor performance and severe overfitting with this modified SeqGAN. We thus conclude that it is unlikely that the GAN-based generator would outperform LM in the near future. Also, we encourage the future works on non-LM text generation to employ large enough datasets for meaningful evaluation.
There is also an approach through hierarchical generation of sequence (Dieleman et al., 2018; Fan et al., 2018) . This approach reduces the problem of sequence generation by reducing it to Seq2Seq from a shorter sequence to a longer sequence. The shorter sequence can be generated from an even shorter sequence with Seq2Seq (Dieleman et al., 2018) or from none with LM (Fan et al., 2018) . To make the task unsupervised, one has to first generate a shorter sequence from a longer, original sequence by some compression method. From the spectacular result of Fan et al. (2018) that significantly outperformed that of unconditional LM, we believe this approach, an unsupervised version of Fan et al. (2018) , is the most promising. Notably, VQ-VAE is a state-of-the-art method that can, in particular, learn to generate in the both directions in the way to minimize the perplexity of shortto-long mapping (Dieleman et al., 2018; van den Oord et al., 2017; Kaiser et al., 2018) . While VQ-VAE, equipped with knowledge distillation, achieves non-autoregressive translation with BLEU close to the autoregressive state-of-the-art , we show that VQ-VAE is not competitive on text. We propose extractive summarization as a more competitive method.
We should also note that, in LM and Seq2Seq, architecture optimization and large dataset size are crucial for better quality of generation. Hestness et al. (2017) showed that each time doubling the dataset size and increasing the parameter size accordingly, one can reduce the perplexity by 4.5% in 1BLM (Chelba et al., 2013 ) without a sign of diminishing return as far as explored. estimated the lower bound of human-level perplexity in 1BLM to be 12. The result of Hestness et al. (2017) , assuming no diminishing return, implies LSTM requires to be trained on a dataset 20 times larger than 1BLM to achieve human-parity. Adding MoE layers to a model can increase the number of parameters without adding more GPUs to some extent . For the case of text generation of general subjects, since it is easy to collect billions of words from Internet, achieving the human-parity for language modeling may be possible with the current technology, though achieving global coherence in text generation may be not possible without other components such as hierarchical generation. On the other hand, Pham et al. (2018) showed, for PTB, an architecture optimized with ENAS algorithm had 16% smaller perplexity than a RHN in the same setting. Note that if 16% reduction in perplexity is obtained in 1BLM, it would be equivalent to increasing the dataset size by 16 times, which is a significant improvement in sample efficiency. In this paper, with a smaller counterpart of 1BLM we observe 53% reduction in perplexity when LSTM is replaced with Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) . Therefore, architecture optimization, as well as hierarchical generation, is a vital tool to improve the sample efficiency of sequence generation.
We would also like to remark that sampling method is crucial for better LM generation. Fan et al. (2018) used top-k sampling (k = 10), which they found "substantially more effective than beam search, which tends to produce common phrases and repetitive text from the training set" (Fan et al., 2018) . We also confirmed that this sampling to be substantially better than any existing sampling method we are aware of. We observed that, as long as the context aligns with the data distribution, some top-k predictions are also very natural. However, even top-10 predictions contain some poor predictions, which the model samples at some point and corrupt the subsequent generation. Generally, there is a threshold m at each timestep such that the top-k predictions are good if and only if k < m. In our future study, we are going to test a neural model to dynamically determine this threshold to exclude the bad predictions and maintain necessary diversity.
METHODS
Not all tokens are created equal. When LM is trained on text, some tokens have significantly higher loss than the other tokens. For example, 'consolidation' is generally harder to predict than 'a'. However, this phenomenon is dependent on the context. Depending on the context available, 'apple' can be harder to predict than 'neural', or vice versa. Thus, a natural approach to compress a sentence is to extract the tokens with highest loss from LM.
One can reach to the aforementioned argument through trying to solve the following problem that is a generalization of what tried to achieve: Let f φ be an algorithm (not necessarily a neural network) that compresses a sequence in terms of its length by a factor of K.
The size of target vocabulary should be roughly comparable to that of the original vocabulary for practical purpose. Consider a Seq2Seq model p θ and dataset D. Define the conditional loss
,
. . x i−1 ) and x i is a token. The objective is to minimize the above loss with respect to (θ, φ) in hope that the conditional test loss would be minimized. In the case of , f φ is a neural network trained concurrently with p θ , and there is no restriction on the discrete latent variables f φ (x). With discrete latent variable models such as VQ-VAE and Improved Semantic Hashing one can apply SGD with respect to θ and φ concurrently, which is seemingly the best method for this problem.
One would naively guess that, if f φ (x) is constrained to be a subsequence of x, the test loss would be smaller than otherwise, since then all the Seq2Seq model has to do is to fill the "gaps" between tokens in the subsequence, which is easier than to encode and decode from scratch. Furthermore, it is also natural to think that the subsequence should be the tokens with highest LM loss, so that the process of filling up the gaps would be much easier for the Seq2Seq model. Concretely, if "I like an apple." is a sentence, and if the LM assigns highest per-token loss to 'like' and 'apple', then we use "like apple" as the context of the sentence.
In fact, we have observed that our compression method works on the above problem better than state-of-the-art discrete latent variable models, and that the tokens with higher per-token loss given by LM tend to be more informative and useful for reconstruction of the sentence.
Note that the degree of uncertainty for LM to predict the next token tends to be higher at the beginning, since the context available to the model is scarcer at the beginning of the sequence than at the end. This imbalance turns out to be a bottleneck for two reasons. The context created by f φ has much larger "gaps" for the latter part of the sequence, so the Seq2Seq model predicts less precisely at the later tokens. In addition, it is clearly more advantageous for the model to judge whether a current token is informative or not if the model has more contexts. In order to avoid this imbalance of amount of context information, we need to give the model an access to both future and past context by using bidirectional LM (Peters et al., 2018) , or more specifically bidirectional Transformer (Howard & Ruder, 2018) , so that at each step the model has access to a whole sequence but the current target. More details of the implementation can be found in Appendix.
Let us denote our model using method X by +X. When X is either LM or bi-LM, +X is a Seq2Seq conditioned on the subsequence of tokens with highest loss as context. For training, we first train the LM or bi-LM and assemble the tokens with highest loss with the order unchanged. Then, we train Seq2Seq as above. The trivial baseline we devised is identical to LEAD baseline used in text summarization literature. Let us call this baseline LEAD. The context is a prefix of a sequence. With the above example, the model would be conditioned on "I like". One nice aspect of this simple model is that one can estimate the upper bound of its perplexity from the perplexity of vanilla LM only. If the perplexity of first N tokens with LM is also known, that is precisely the perplexity of the LEAD model using the first N tokens as context. The upper bound of the log-ppl of the LEAD baseline is equal to the log-ppl by "conditioning on randomly sampled tokens". To make the phrase inside the parenthesis more precise, consider we randomly sample N integers from 1 to an integer sufficiently smaller than the average number of sequence, say 27. Now, let us denote the sequence consisting of these samples by (m 1 , . . . m N ) (order unchanged). For each sequence in the dataset, we select the first m i -th token t i for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Thus, we have N tokens (t 1 , . . . t N ) for each sequence. Now, if the LM prediction on each sequence is conditioned on the corresponding subsequence (t 1 , . . . t N ), the log-ppl can be approximately calculated as in Appendix. There, we also justify that the log-ppl of the LEAD baseline is upper bounded by the log-ppl of this random extraction.
Our approach of compressing a sequence based on token-level losses is related to Schmidhuber (1992) , in which the compressed sequence consists of the tokens that the model predicted incorrectly.
We have also attempted +tf-idf and +RL (REINFORCE) as follows. For +tf-idf, instead of the tokens with highest loss the context is a subsequence with the tokens with highest tf-idf score (Ramos, 2003) . Details about the calculation is in Appendix. For +RL, we let the REINFORCE controller from ENAS (Pham et al., 2018) to choose the subsequence of the trained sequence dynamically. The training is essentially identical to that of ENAS, and the controller is trained to maximize the validation perplexity conditioned on the chosen subsequence. The main model (Seq2Seq) is trained for several epochs, and then the controller is trained. This alternating training continues until the test log-ppl is maximized.
+tf-idf is simpler and costs half as much computation as the one with +bi-LM. However, it has at least three short-comings compared with +bi-LM. First, +tf-idf cannot be effectively applied to sequences such as music, since there are many identical tokens, which are treated equally by tf-idf. Secondly, when tf-idf evaluates the importance of a certain token, it pays no attention to the neighboring tokens. The semantic content formed by an ordered set of particular tokens is completely ignored by tf-idf. Lastly, +bi-LM may be more scalable with a larger dataset on which the bi-LM is trained.
Though our argument has focused on token-level so far, the same can be argued about other hierarchies such as sentence and paragraph. For example, +tf-idf is essentially the reverse version of in paragraph-level. The sentence-or token-level analog of our models performs extractive summarization from a story to make its summary and thus makes the text generation of Fan et al. (2018) unsupervised as in Drissi et al. (2018) . The compressed sequence can be also considered as the long term policy of sequence generation. Our model learns the long term policy in a supervised way.
There is a work on achieving the state-of-the-art compression rate of a sentence by extracting the tokens (Zhao et al., 2018) . Our work is different in the following ways. First, they aimed for a human-readable compression, whereas our aim is to achieve as low perplexity as possible for a given budget. We believe human-readability degrades the compression rate, since most human-readable text has to contain many tokens that are easy to predict given the rest of the sentence, such as prepositions, articles and other frequently appearing vocabulary to maintain correct grammar. Their aim aligns with that of the abstractive summarization, whereas ours is to achieve better hierarchical text generation and construct general-purpose discrete latent variables for other tasks. Given the low perplexity achieved with our method despite not including the words such as articles, neural language model can extract necessary information regardless of human-readability of the context.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, unless specified otherwise, we do not use any regularization method, which often did not result in any improvement in our case. The architecture and hyperparameters of Transformer is identical to that of base Transformer in Vaswani et al. (2017) except that the filter size is 1024, not 2048. Each minibatch consists of 256 sentences from the dataset. used DSAE (discrete sequence autoencoding efficiency), defined below, to measure the rate of compression achieved by their autoencoder:
where K, V , log(p) and log(p ) are the length of the original sentence over the length of the compressed sentence, the number of vocabulary of the compressed language, the log-ppl of LM and the log-ppl of the conditional LM, respectively. In fact, DSAE can be larger than 1, which we believe the authors of did not intend. This is mostly because, on average, almost half of a minibatch is occupied by zero padding in the setting of 1BLM. For the length of the original sentence, they used the length of minibatches consisting of the zero-padded sentences, just as in our case, which almost doubled K. Therefore, by fixing the value of K and V , we are going to compare the perplexity to avoid using DSAE except for when comparing our baseline with that of .
To demonstrate improvement in perplexity, we use EMNLP2017 WMT Dataset, which was preprocessed in Guo et al. (2017) to eliminate abnormal sentences. The dataset and the code for preprocessing are publicly available 1 . After preprocessed, the dataset contains 5,742 words and 200,000 sentences for training and 10,000 for testing. The average number of words per sample is 27, and the maximum words per sample is 51, whereas in 1BLM they are 27 and (curtailed to) 50, respectively. For this reason as well as the fact that both of them are a news dataset, WMT can be considered as a smaller variant of 1BLM. For all the experiments using WMTNews, we fix K = 8, i.e., the number of tokens in the context is 51 8 = 7. Also, V for WMTNews experiments is similar for both +VQ-VAE (V = 2 12 ) and other cases (V = 5, 742). Hence, it suffices to compare their perplexity for evaluation of compression rate.
According to the public repositories of GAN-based text generation models (Zhu et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2017) , they used a slightly different definition of log-ppl that treats the zeropadding tokens as ordinary tokens. Let us call this unadjusted log-ppl. Since it is almost trivial to predict the zero-padding token, this results in underestimation of the actual log-ppl. We use an adjusted log-ppl, or per-token log-ppl that ignores the zero-padding token, which is commonly used in other areas. Unless specified otherwise, "log-ppl" refers to the latter. For the case of WMT, the adjusted log-ppl is equal to unadjusted log-ppl multipled by 1.88.
First, we compare the log-ppl of LSTM, CoT and Transformer as shown in Table 1 . The result demonstrates the scalability of LM, or more specifically MLE training, and the power of Transformer. The log-ppl for LSTM and Transformer was obtained under MLE training. The log-ppl for CoT is cited from . Note that, for CoT, neither increasing the hidden dimension nor replacing the architecture with Transformer, while trying various other hyperparameters, did not result in a better log-ppl. The quantity inside the parenthesis was obtained when each minibatch contains four times more sentences.
Then, we compare the log-ppl of LM equipped with VQ-VAE and our models as shown in Table  2 . Baseline refers to the Transformer LM in Table 1 . For +VQ-VAE, we used the architecture of Improved Semantic Hashing , except that the discretization component of Improved Semantic Hashing is replaced with that of VQ-VAE, and that the hyperparameters are searched to achieve the best performance (we obtained a DSAE comparable to that of ). In particular, we used hard EM instead of soft EM, as the latter requires 10 times as many discrete latent variables as the former, which means soft EM is not suitable for compression. The LM used in +LM is also identical to Transformer in Baseline. The bi-LM used in +bi-LM consists of two Transformers, each of which is identical to the Transformer in Baseline as in Appendix. The controller used in +RL is identical to that of Pham et al. (2018) , and so are its hyperparameters. In Table 3 , we compare the test log-ppl and DSAE on 1BLM among LM, our LEAD baseline and Improved Semantic Hashing. Note that we fix K = 8. Based on our calculation of the log-ppl and the DSAE of the baseline in Appendix, we determined that they are lower than 2.66 and higher than 0.72, respectively. As the table suggests, Improved Semantic Hashing also cannot surpass this baseline. We observed that the distribution of average per-token loss over length dimension for bi-LM is almost uniform except at the both edges. Furthermore, the subsequence generated by +tf-idf is similar to that of +bi-LM, which is unsurprising given their small gap in performance.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
It is not generally true that conditional text generation model with lower ppl results in better generation quality. Hence, it is not a priori clear whether achieving lower conditional perplexity by optimizing f φ and restricting f φ (x) to be a subsequence of x improves the quality of the sequence generated by hierarchical generation. For example, if the context consists of tokens with high logppl, then generating the context with LM must be harder; therefore, one can argue that hierarchical generation with our models may not improve the generation quality. We have some counterargument to this claim. Based on our arguments and experiments, there is an irrefutable similarity between extractive summarization and how optimized f φ behaves. This means that hierarchical generation with our method is nothing but an unsupervised analog of Fan et al. (2018) .
While we have not thoroughly studied the quality of hierarchical generation conditioned on the context extracted with our method, we have indeed found that the quality generally improves over the vanilla LM. The generated context is short enough that the corruption due to exposure bias is less severe. Once the context is generated, the model generated a sentence containing each word of the generated context as a keyword. This may alleviate the issue with unsupervised hierarchical generation encountered in Drissi et al. (2018) . We will investigate this direction more thoroughly in our future study. We note that extracting the keywords only is unlikely to improve hierarchical generation. However, we believe our methods would be a key ingredient to do that.
From our result, we hypothesize that LM prediction implicitly performs a sophisticated information retrieval that is sensitive to informative keywords. Given that +bi-LM that achieved the log-ppl of 2.32 outperforms over randomly selecting tokens that achieved the log-ppl of 2.84, by log-ppl as large as 0.52, clearly there is a small number of words that, as a combination, contains a great deal of information of the remaining part of the text. Since our methods are purely based on ranking with individual token's score, it is reasonable to assume that there is a following chain of subsequences: () = C 0 < C 1 . . . < C T , where C n is a subsequence with length n, C T is the original text, and the LM of C T conditioned on C n gives a log-ppl close to the best possible log-ppl conditional on any subsequence of C T with the same length. Given that human also uses abstractive summarization to efficiently compress a text, a more abstract hierarchy of similar kind exists in text. This kind of hierarchy of informativeness in text is what we believe to be the key for hierarchical generation and for language to be a great compression code.
For now, we seek for extractive, not abstractive, methods for compression. While it is possible that in the future there will be an unsupervised abstractive method that fulfills our needs, it may be easier to lower the perplexity significantly by simply refining extractive methods. In fact, showed that with their state-of-the-art abstractive summarization algorithm, which consists of an extractive and a subsequent abstractive process, they obtained a reduction in perplexity by 53% when the extractive method (tf-idf) is replaced with an oracle method that has an access to the target information. Therefore, we believe that there is a significant potential for unsupervised extractive methods in improving the compression rate further.
Disappointingly, +RL performed poorly as +VQ-VAE. However, it is worth attempting to replace REINFORCE with Alpha Zero to improve its performance.
We also believe that language is a strong compression code for data of modality other than text. For example, a small bytes of words can semantically pertinently express objects that can barely be expressed by millions of pixels. We will try to verify this claim in our future study Figure 1 : Bidirectional LM Transformer. Note that the number of layers used in our experiments is 6 instead of 3.
especially at the beginning. Hence, we can assume the per-token log-ppl at the beginning is much higher than the average per-token log-ppl, which is 3.59 .
On the other hand, since K = 50k 7k = 8, the number of the tokens that can be used in the context is approximately 7k. So to calculate the log-ppl of LEAD baseline, we can instead consider the vanilla LM by setting its per-token log-ppl for the first 7k tokens to be zero. Since the per-token log-ppl at the beginning is much higher than 3.59, the log-ppl of LEAD baseline is calculated to be lower than (27k−7k)3.59 27k = 2.66. Therefore, our DSAE is 8(3.59−2.66) log(32000) = 0.72. We calculated the log-ppl of LEAD on WMTNews similarly.
